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I looked into a mirror 
And for a second, I was not myself 
I was my grandmother’s heavy eyelids,
Her peeking cheekbones, my mother’s curve lipped smile; 
My face resounds with resting generations, women who have been 
cursed 
With aching hearts 
Inflated by the simmering hunger of post-war Syria,
I am the mold on the bread and the grasshopper in the rice now, 
And I see the inevitable carving of my face. 
Power lines, poverty lines, and a billowing desert where you were once 
I’d hoped that if I waited, if I kissed someone new,
If I kissed everyone, 
That I would taste a new era 
Hold the gap of time in my pale 
Spider-cut, poor-quality arms 
But I’m still prostituting my fingers 
Throwing words into the chomping mouths of people who don’t 
Understand struggle 
Who don’t knead religion into their bread,
And weave purpose into their tapestries, 
And so your Rooh blows over and away again, 
Tossed by Ra in the shifting of time, 
And buried under the dunes 
With all the other shaking, gilded bones I keep 
To remember in instances 
That my face is not smooth, it is not clean.









My car idled in the waning night, lingering before a house 
forlorn amongst rows of shivering oaks. The solitary light pouring from 
the second-floor window betrayed no signs of movement within. I picked 
up my phone to dial my friend, the owner of the home, for the eighteenth 
time that day. Ten voicemails and twenty-something text messages slept 
undisturbed in his inbox. He never took this long to get back at me. He 
never passed an opportunity to discuss the one thing we collectively 
loved. And it was the only reason I ever called.  
But I thought not of him, not of what untimely fate he might 
have encountered, nor of what trouble he possibly faced. No, it was our 
shared love that commanded my attention. It was she: the one who raised 
no objections to being shared, except that she wanted each of us to think 
she was ours and ours alone; the one that frequented my friend’s place 
so faithfully he firmly believed she was in his possession, except that I 
would pick her up on the corner of 11th and 37th in her native Paterson 
to exult in his absence. I hated when she stayed with him. But she could 
not reside with me, not while still under my parent’s jurisdiction. My 
friend often felt like a glass pane between us. No matter the course, 
something would be irreparably shattered. It was either the reflection of 
the friendship we mutually bore or the heart that beat in time with her 
every step. I dreamed of stealing her away again, this time forever.    
An automated voice message interrupted my reverie. I snapped 
my phone shut, fuming with a heat that rivaled the exhaust coursing 
heavily through my car’s tailpipe. What the hell was going on? He knew 
I was coming this night, like most others, to see her. The thought of not 
knowing that warm embrace on this bitter night sent me reeling.  
Fuck this. If he were the glass of that window that separated us, 
I would shatter him. I stepped out of the car, leaving it to continue its 
somber humming. I knew she was up there. I could hear her soothing 
voice calling me, whispering through the cracks of the sheetrock and 
across the air hanging heavily like a wet coat over the dying lawn. A 
smile played at my lips.
I walked briskly up the dirt drive, pulling up my hood and 
becoming one with the darkness. I felt at home in its velvety folds. A 
chill danced up my spine that had nothing to do with the cold, icing each 
vertebra in its ascent. My eyes darted left and right then left again. But 
that lone light commanded my attention, drawing me inexorably closer   





like a hopeful moth seeking a moment of brilliance in its otherwise 
prosaic life. It floated twenty feet above me, but the ledge protruding just 
beneath gave me wings.
BRRRRMMMMM. A trashcan roared across the asphalt, 
shattering the woeful silence. I stopped it right at the ledge’s base. Step 
up, pull up, stand up. My heart rose with the very last of autumn’s dying 
leaves upon the wind as I peered into the window. I glossed over the 
jumbled mess of mattress, over the clothes rising and falling in heaps of 
discarded ecstasy, over the desk covered by empty plastic wrappings. No 
sight of her. But I smiled. This was another one of her games, another 
means of suspending arousal like some sadistic sort of foreplay. I reveled 
in this shit, the act of chasing her providing nearly as much of a thrill as 
finally having her. 
I threw the window open and toppled inside, the floor kissing my 
brow as I fell head over heels into its waiting arms. The dresser caught 
my contagious passion, rocking back and forth and shedding a cry of 
pleasure with each crash against the wall. I jumped up but not before 
pulling up the bed skirt to search for her hiding place. I tore through that 
room like a tornado, upending each nook and crevice in raw primacy.  
BANG. A door slammed open behind me. I whirled around one 
last time, stopping dead in my tracks and receding back into reality’s 
bleak clouds as I stared down the barrel of a loaded gun. And… at its 
other end… stood my friend.  
I had met him eleven months prior outside one of the eight 
Exxon stations lining Route 17, each a gentrified monument to Northern 
Jersey’s capitalistic bullshit. I stepped out of the Mini-Mart, the brisk 
January air a welcome respite from its cloying air of Eastern spice and 
burnt coffee. I pulled out my fresh pack of boges and sparked one, 
relishing the bitter chemicals that teased the back of my throat.  
Yo, a voice called from behind me. Out of the shadows he 
materialized, a young, Latino-looking dude with eyes that probed my 
soul for a pain that matched his own. He asked to bum a cigarette. I 
acquiesced, no stranger to the torment of nicotine craving. Then we got 
to talking.  
He had just completed a six-month stint in state down in 
Georgia, the result of a high-speed chase down I-95 under the influence 
of a narcotic cocktail. He had crashed and taken off on foot, two female 
passengers in tow, and was caught only after having stopped to laugh 
upon seeing them tased. I chuckled, handing him two more cigarettes.  
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Shit, man, you need these more than I do. A comment like that would’ve 
sent your average person running, likely fearing he would pull a knife 
and gut them. But I guess he saw in me the vestiges of shattered youth, a 
soul that mirrored his own and experiences similarly reflected. Truth is, 
he wasn’t far off.  
Yo. His voice roused me from my contemplations. I lost all my 
connects when I was locked up and you seem like my kinda dude. You 
know where I can get some bud?
My thoughts immediately traveled to the contents of my trunk. 
I scrutinized him closely, wary of the bluntness of his inquiry. His 
worn, faded jeans hung low beneath his waist and endlessly folded over 
faded Air Force Ones. A backwards, NYC fitted framed eyes dark with 
contempt for a world that misunderstood and consequently persecuted 
him. He held his head high and chest out, moving with a carefully timed 
grace that, not unlike a cop, fell just short of swag and revealed an air of 
untouchable. I inhaled deeply, filtering through the pretentious Bergen 
County air for some scent of pig. None. If he was a narc, he was a damn 
good one.  
Yeah, man. I’ve got a half-O of Sour D in the back. You trying to 
buy?
My man, I knew it! He smiled a devilish smile, a smile I would 
learn only danced when the world raised its mic and sang trouble. Look 
man, I don’t have bills right now, but I’m definitely trying to buy. I’m 
gonna go home and get settled and then I’ll give you a shout.
We met later that night, I with my half-ounce of weed and he 
with a ravenous hunger for all he had been denied down in Georgia. I 
walked into his room and it was there that I met her. She lounged on 
his bed, a near translucent white dress revealing the softest, creamiest 
flesh beneath. Her skin read Paradise in the most illustrious of scripts. I 
could lose myself in those exotic curves and heavenly folds for eternity. 
I stopped dead, signals between muscles and brain lost amidst a ravaging 
lust. But she turned her seemingly angelic face towards mine, moving 
her lips into a smile so sweet I craved their taste. The fear fell away. 
I belonged to her eternally. I had heard her name around town before, 
whispered in tones so hushed that they commanded an idolatrous 
reverence, and instantly understood. She was everything.
We shared her that night, passing her back and forth in a whirl of 
euphoric bliss. Never had I experienced love such as this. I climbed on 
top of her, breathing her in and letting that glorious scent suffuse my 
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entire being. She coursed through my veins, enfolding me in the heat 
of her passion and setting my heart aflame. And when I finished, nearly 
three hours later, I immediately lusted for her again. But it was late, and 
I had to return to the life that appeared so mundane after having known 
her. I took one last backwards glance and thanked my new friend.
That friend now pointed an M9 Beretta at my forehead, legally 
justified in pulling the trigger. When you’re staring down the barrel of a 
loaded gun, nothing else in the world matters except your poor, pathetic, 
wretched excuse of a life. It doesn’t matter if you’re a cop or a criminal, 
a deviant or a saint. Bullets don’t discriminate. All you can do is try to 
keep the hammer from sending one screaming in self-righteous fury 
straight through your fucking skull.
What the fuck are you doing here?
I mumbled some nonsensical reply, my voice catching in my 
throat as I stumbled to put distance between myself and that black angel 
of death. I circumnavigated the bed.
WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU DOING HERE? It was if he were 
on fire, coursing through the room with a fervor I could not match. No 
matter where I tried to escape, he followed, eyes burning with contempt. 
I desperately searched for any remaining options. As if in response, a 
cool breeze touched the back of my neck and I began edging towards the 
open window. If I was lucky, I could jump. I’d rather die on my terms. 
If you try to go out that window I’ll fucking kill you right now.
I…I… My voice skipped with my wavering heart. They both 
realized the end was near. I inhaled deeply, hoping to buy myself enough 
time to devise some brilliant excuse for my inexplicable presence there. 
Nothing. Fear corroded the machine of my deviance, clogging the pipes 
and jamming the gears. The truth. That was my only option. You know 
what I’m here for.
His lips curled in that devilish smile. That’s too bad, man. Not 
here. He had me, and he knew it. Now it was time for his game. He made 
his first move: I should call the fucking cops.  He whipped out his phone. 
His thumb hammered down on the glass, BEEP BEEP BEEP. My fate, 
my very freedom, hung on the inch between his thumb and screen. That 
finger was more threatening than the one wrapped around the trigger. 
He knew I already had two to five years in state prison hanging over my 
head, poised like a house of cards ready to crash down at any moment. 
Hitting SEND would add a heap of three to five more on top of the 
rubble.  
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She wouldn’t visit me. She wasn’t like that. And even if she 
did turn up by some odd stroke of fate, her hour of visitation would 
only have me lusting for more. A lump swelled and rose in my throat. I 
swallowed hard. I preferred death in that moment. Its finality would at 
least set this aching heart to rest.
My mouth opened and out vomited the very depths of my 
subconscious. I went with it, hoping the weight of the words would 
deflate the lump that still hadn’t left my throat and send it falling back to 
my gut where it belonged. But I couldn’t contain it anymore. It came out 
with the words, sending tears streaming down my face and setting my 
voice to quivering. Please, you can’t call the police. I won’t last in jail. 
Not without her. Please. Please. Just fucking kill me.  
He watched as I fell to my knees, his grin stretching nearly ear to 
ear in his victory. The farce was finally over. The wretch he suspected all 
along came spilling out like the blood his bullets yearned to taste. No, he 
replied, apparently having had his fill. I’m just gonna call.  
WAIT! I shrieked. WAIT. He paused, his thumb still poised over 
the send button like a gavel. Please. I’ll give you anything. Money, drugs, 
anything. Please.
He considered that for a moment, calculating which option 
would work best in his favor. Fine, you can pay me. How much? Five 
hundred. Okay.
My father came with the money, handing it to me on the 
porch with eyes rimmed red. He knew better than to ask questions; the 
responses would likely forever mar whatever love he still bore me. I 
had called him, devising some ridiculous excuse to absolve myself of 
responsibility while still getting what I needed, but he was no fool. His 
fuckup of a son was calling on him for bail, all for the sake of her. Again.
Those recollections swelled within me as we walked together 
down the drive, washing over my consciousness. Once, I had called on 
my father to bail me out of jail for chasing her through the streets of 
Paterson in a fit that bordered insanity. Weekly, I needed him to pick her 
up for me, sneaking her in when consumed by the sickness for her touch. 
Daily, I relied on him to cover for me when I disappeared for an hour and 
returned home intoxicated by her love. And he did these things. He was 
horrified of the monster I became when separated from her too long.  
With each step, I could tangibly feel the distance growing 
between her and me. I knew she was there.  I knew that she had seen  
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the very depths to which I would sink for her love. And I knew that 
she didn’t care. She reveled in it. Her entire legacy was built around 
those she seduced and the madness she inspired within them. She was a 
consumer of souls, a vile succubus that did not discriminate against color 
or background, gender or creed. She thrived in claiming hearts under the 
pretense of love. And yet I still craved her presence.
I opened my car door, the heat that had been trapped in its idling 
washing over me like a wave, waking me from my reflections. I prayed 
that heat would thaw the chill of tonight’s memory. I turned to my father, 
standing there, watching me deliberately. Our eyes met and I quickly 
looked away, trying to refocus on my feet, the sky, anything but those 
eyes. I tried to close the door, to rev the engine into a roaring cadence 
and escape this town on the feet of a new tempo. He stopped me, simply 
but emphatically saying, You need help.
I wanted to agree. I wanted to run into the haven of his arms and 
shed the remaining tears of my depravity. I wanted to be carried away, a 
babe brimming with a new life untainted by memories of her. I wanted 
to close my eyes and fade into the eternal night where oblivion would 
eradicate all remnants of my lingering desire. I wanted to stop loving her.
But in that moment, as I readied to wave a white flag in 
concession to incomprehensible defeat, I was overcome with a sickening 
rebellion grounded in the promise her love had once offered me. I would 
find that love again. I would get her back. I would hold her in my arm 
one last time. Reaching for the door handle, I looked straight into those 






you look like midnight with those vacant eyes
and that milky moon smile.
after i left, stars sprinkled out of the sky
one by one until looking 




you held a bag open when they fell, but little 
did you know that stars collapse harder than 
a thousand angry oceans.
you began keeping all the
lights on at home.
after i left, shadows stretched their arms
and legs out until it became
impossible
to trace their outlines
in the ground.
you tucked your pencils away, but little 
did you know that lead is stronger than iron
when you need it to be.
you continued keeping all the
lights on at home.  
after i left, crickets whispered their songs




you covered your ears, but little
did you know that whispers are louder than 
colliding planets if you’re smothered




you need to keep all the
lights on at home.
you look like midnight with those vacant eyes
and that milky moon smile.
but little did you know that
i look like 3:00 am with my 
stinging eyes and corner-of-the-moon smile. 
and i need to keep the lights on, too.
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 Byron bought it from a garage in Detroit for six hundred bucks. 
The owner told him that it had been sitting there for two decades. It was 
a VirgoMaid II, the second housekeeping android to be released to the 
public; the newer models far surpassed its ability to vacuum, sweep, 
cook, and babysit. Its face screen was shot, just a fivebyfive plate of 
cracked glass filled with negative space. Byron planned to use the model 
as a cheap template for some experimentation. 
 He set the android on his workshop table when he got home 
and took apart the skull plates. Poking around its head, he found that the 
computer was in worse shape than he’d thought. Byron spent all night 
soldering and replacing motors, ransacking his workshop for spare parts, 
pulling things out forcibly and unintentionally doing more damage. 
When he was on the threshold of throwing in the towel for the night, he 
saw something illuminating from inside, something small and suspicious 
that emitted a warm glow. 
 Byron squinted, prying apart the mesh covering. He poked it.
 The android jolted suddenly and Byron stumbled backwards into 
a table, overturning a container of drill bits. 
 The android turned around and faced him. “Hmm,” it murmured 
in a female voice. It craned its neck towards him, and he gripped the 
table in fear. “Hmm. You’re a person, aren’t you?”
 Byron grabbed a wrench, shaking. “Goddamn.”
 The android stood up and limped over; one leg was shorter than 
the other. It held out its bulky hand. “It’s okay, I’m kind of like a person, 
too. Howdy doo!” 
 Byron ran across the room as it advanced. “How are you talking? 
How… what? What? You’re not even on.”
 It cocked its head. “On what? On the ground? On top of the 
world? On fire?”
 “How are you doing this?” Byron asked, more to himself now 
Frances Preaching to the Birds
Tiffany Case
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than to anyone else. “Did someone…? Maybe someone already rewired 
you somehow. But to this extent…no, no….”
 “I don’t really understand what’s going on,” said the android. “I 
feel like you’re confused about something. Can I help?”
 It walked over. Byron just stared at its screen—blank, reflective, 
showing his own fearful eyes back at him. “No, no. You’re—ah—sen-
tient. It’s just not really…possible. You’re supposed to just take com-
mands and shuffle around like a house bot.”
 “I can’t see why anyone would want to do that,” said the android, 
putting hands on its hips. “Do you have any birdies? I really like birds. 
Like a pet bird?”
 Byron just stared.
***
 She called herself Frances. Frances spent the first few days 
patiently allowing Byron to examine the strange thing in her skull though 
he never touched it.
 “So you know you’re an android,” Byron said, using a magnify-
ing glass to examine her brain, “right?”
 “Yes, I’m a housekeeping bot. I don’t really like cleaning, 
though, sorry. I’ll do it if I have to. Well, actually, probably not. I would 
just let it get filthy, honestly.”
 “But do you know that most, if not all androids don’t have the 
mental abilities that you have?”
 “Is that true? If so, that’s really sad because I’m a total idiot.”
 “No, no, Frances. I mean, you’re sapient. You have conscious-
ness. You communicate like a person and show judgement and have the 
ability to contemplate while androids don’t. You have an identity.”
 She shrugged. “Aw, Byron. That’s really sweet of you. You’re 
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such a pal.”
 Byron soon learned that Frances had no memories, no recollec-
tion of her life before gaining consciousness. But he was fairly certain 
that whatever made Frances special had something to do with that little 
glowing thing, just an inch or so in size.
 And then he learned something more spectacular about Frances 
just a few weeks later.
 Byron worked at an android designing studio for thirty years. He 
worked for about ten hours a day and then came back home to an empty 
apartment every night. But seeing Frances greet him in the evening gave 
him a sense of companionship he had never really experienced, even 
when he was married. One night, Byron entered his apartment and did 
not smell dinner cooking (at which Frances was not very skilled, prefer-
ring to make Ramen noodles every night). Slightly suspicious, he called 
out her name, and she answered him:
 “I’m in the workshop!”
 He walked in to see her lying on the floor with a tenfoot ream of 
his drafting paper rolled out; every inch of it was covered with remark-
ably rendered birds in an explosive fury. They were all drawn in red and 
blue drafting pencils, all fifty of which had been worn to nibs. The paper 
was saturated with rich values and curves that echoed organic life in such 
a way that he had never seen in any art before. She’d drawn each layer 
of feathers on their wings perfectly, each nuanced line coming out of the 
feathers’ shafts, each scale on their feet; the birds weren’t immediately 
recognizable but distorted and strange, some with several wings and eyes 
and beaks, billowing and flowing in strange and alien ways. 
 “How long have you been working on this?” Byron asked, walk-
ing around it.
 “Hmm. About five hours now,” said Frances. “Do you like it? I 
think it came out a little gaudy.”
 Byron had to put lube on her wrist joints, as they’d become stiff 
with carpal tunnel. 
 “But how did you do that?” Byron asked her as he wiped her 
wrists with grease. “How did you know to make art?”
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 “I’m not sure, really,” said Frances. “I woke up this morning and 
was like, ‘I think I want to make a li’l drawin’, so I did. I stole all of your 
materials and got to work. But interestingly enough, I ended up illustrat-
ing my entire existence….”
 Frances told him of her theory, the theory of the world’s great-
est composition. She broke down the Fibonacci sequence and started 
using advanced algebra to discuss avian symbolism and how it connects 
to humanity’s aspirations to know the celestial spheres. She talked about 
how she believed she came from a different planet, a planet on which a 
great cosmic tree sprouts from its core, a tree where billions of species of 
birds live between its branches, the imagery of which she had included 
by composing the birds into some fashion that echoed the image of a tree 
without directly referencing it and by doing so she hoped to subvert the 
paradigm of—
 “Oh, shit,” Frances said suddenly, bending down over the paper. 
“That entire wing isn’t in perspective! I have to redo it.”
***
 Byron became very content with Frances living in his home, 
even though she didn’t function according to her design. She stayed in 
his apartment and drew on his reams of drafting paper, always producing 
new masterpieces. He bought her mountains of new mediums and materi-
als—sketchbooks, drawing pads,
 newsprint, charcoal and gouache. His house had become a gallery of 
work that far surpassed any human artist he knew.
 But Frances, a year into their friendship, began to stray. She 
became less talkative, less bursting with new ideas and observations. She 
drew less. She started speaking about leaving his apartment and explor-
ing the city. 
 “Frances,” Byron sighed, “I’m sorry. I can’t. I’m not sure what 
would happen to you. People might try to take you apart. Your existence 
might start a goddamn war.”
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 Frances didn’t defend herself. She always listened to Byron and 
would bubbly respond with a chirping “okay” or “seems fine to me”. But 
Byron knew that Frances wasn’t happy any longer. There was a nefari-
ous part of him that wanted her for himself, fearful that she would find a 
new life with someone else or find the approbation that she deserved and 
leave him. 
 Byron, knowing that she had always wanted one, bought Frances 
a sun conure with a cage and everything. He brought the parrot home 
one day and watched her pretend to be excited. He watched her, from his 
workshop, sadly roll around a toy ball on the floor with her new friend 
and teach it phrases. 
 It was becoming inevitable that Byron had to do it. The prospect 
gnawed at him, biting at his conscience more and more each day like an 
ultimatum that had to be made. Byron told Frances that he needed to ex-
amine the object in her head closer than before. He wanted it all to make 
sense; there was revelation in that part and he needed to see it.
 “It’s the only way I’ll know for sure,” Byron said.
 “Know what?”
 The problem was, Byron wasn’t really sure.
 There he stood in his workshop, shaking over the hole in her 
head; his tweezers trembled just an inch away.
 “I think Pollo is an above-average bird,” Frances told him, 
watching the bird poke around the drafting table while he dissected her. 
“The way she looks at me, the way she bites me sometimes. It’s really 
humanistic.”
 Byron put a hand on her shoulder. “Frances, if something hap-
pens, I want you know. I love you.”
 Byron hadn’t said that to anyone in over three decades. The 
words sounded like a language he had spoken as a child but had forgotten 
due to neglect.
 “Byron,” said Frances, putting her own plastic hand over his, “I 
love you, too. You’re a very nice man.”
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 When he poked the object, nothing happened at first. He jostled 
it around. With his heart beating furiously, Byron pulled it out halfway 
and squinted; the tweezers slipped, the object fell.
 Frances became rigid. Hastily, he picked it up and put it back in 
her skull. 
 “Frances?” Byron asked, snapping his fingers in front of her 
face. “Frances. Frances, wake up.”
 He shook her shoulders. He rebooted her twice. He paced around 
his workshop, kicking things furiously, tearing his temples, trying to 
breathe but finding no oxygen. Byron stuck the thing in different places 
in her head, doing anything that might make her start again. 
 Then, suddenly, after fifteen minutes, she jolted back to life.
 “Frances,” Byron sighed, laughing, tears in his eyes. “Oh, Jesus, 




 My-name-is-VirgoMaid. Please-tell. My-name-is-VirgoMaid. 
Maid. My—
 The script ran out, and it was stuck on “my” for a solid minute 
before shutting down completely. Byron noticed then, a sudden shift in 
the room. It had become colder and stiller, and the tinnitus buzzed in his 
eardrums like a cicada.
 The parrot flew onto Byron’s shoulder. “Howdy doo! Howdy 
doo!” it squawked, nibbling at his ear. 
 Byron finally resolved to extract the object and put it under a 
magnifying glass on his desk. It was abnormally warm and seemed to 
be made of tree fibers—splintering on the edges like a wood chip. When 
Byron sniffed it, he smelled the faint scent of foliage. He clenched it 
tightly in his palm. He let its splinters dig into his skin until he felt it hum 
against his bones.
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 Byron jumped when he heard a sudden noise—the VirgoMaid 
had slumped over on the table over sheets and sheets of beautiful art. The 
longer he stared, the more he saw the tree of which Frances had spo-
ken—he hadn’t seen it before, but there it was, no more than a sugges-
tion.
 The parrot, crawling onto Byron’s chest, nudged at his chin; he 
pet it as it joyfully sang all the wonderful things that Frances had taught 







no, you aren’t gone.
you can’t be, 
because together,
we cradled stars in our hands,
radiated light for the planets, 
painted the iridescent moons,
and danced on and on through
the galaxies we built.
i will always believe in the
magic of our love.
we will never 
c r u m b l e .
ii.
but no matter where i go, 
i cannot find 
you. 
alone (alone… alone)
i wade through our 
memories and think that
maybe if i could shrink stars, 
maybe if i could retire to shadows,
maybe if i could stop spilling the paint,
or maybe if i could take some dancing lessons,
you will 
come back.
the sun abandons us during storms, but 
he always returns with yellow brilliance.
i will make you
m i n e
again one day.





it’s been months without
you, 
and it’s getting harder to
stitch dreams and hopes to
the skies i once gazed up at. 
i can’t believe in magic.
we didn’t cradle, we held. 
we didn’t radiate, we gave.
we didn’t paint, we covered.
we didn’t dance, we stumbled.
icarus needed to fall to realize that
he came too close to what he wanted.
and he, too, had been
clinging to wings
that were never h i s.
iv. 
i once wrapped myself 
in midnight’s blanket, but 
i’ve shed that rag and now
fume with the breath of the sun.
my skin prickles. 
my heart thumps.
my eyes burn.
my love for you melts
with the red, the orange,
the yellow. 
i’ll kiss the world with fire, darling,
before i knock you into ashes.
V.
You are gone.
I don’t believe in magic.
But I can still carry stars, illuminate planets,
decorate moons, and twirl through galaxies.
You are gone.
I won’t strive to please you.
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I will build stars into giants, blind planets,
paint until moons drip, and crash through galaxies.
You are gone. 
I won’t slip into darkness.
I will stitch skies with cerulean and dot them 
with puffy white clouds and golden suns. 
You are gone.
My kisses will always burn, but I won’t push




And I am okay.
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       “I can’t breathe,” the rallying protesters cry against the police 
chokehold death of Eric Garner, an unarmed black man in Staten 
Island in 2014. The ensuing protests and Mayor Bill de Blasio’s 
acknowledgment such police brutality so antagonized the NYPD that the 
rank and file turned their backs on him. As a middle-class, middle-aged 
white woman, I might appear removed from this conflict and immune 
to such treatment, but I’m not. I couldn’t breathe once at the hands of a 
New York City police officer. Not because he had me in a chokehold but 
because he had rammed his penis down my throat. When I was 24, I was 
sexually assaulted by one of New York’s finest.
       During the 80’s, I was a store manager at the largest retail music and 
video chain in the city. We employed many moonlighting cops in our 
loss prevention department, and as a manager I spent a good deal of time 
with them. They accompanied me to the bank with the deposits and they 
needed me to be present when interrogating female shoplifters but mostly 
they just wanted to sit in my office and shoot the shit. They regaled me 
with stories of the “good old days” before the Knapp Commission in 
1972 uncovered widespread police corruption in New York City. That’s 
when they could tie a perp to the top of the patrol car and drive around 
Brownsville without compunction or be assured of a friendly escort 
home after they’d had a few too many and driven their cars into ditches 
or snow banks or other cars. I heard about their lives, their wives, their 
mistresses, their alimony payments and their dreams of second homes 
and retirement. Several were like father figures to me, some more like 
brothers, and a few were interested in me romantically—I remember 
a particularly terrifying night, hunkered down in my locked bedroom, 
waiting out the pounding on my apartment door by one such eager 
(married) suitor. He had somehow convinced my doorman to let him 
up, no doubt flashing his shield, and was determined to make me let 
him in. At 24, I was not self-possessed enough to stand up against such 
harassment, particularly by a police officer whose authority I viewed as 
absolute. These guys had sworn to protect and serve and they put their 
lives on the line every day. They deserved respect.
       In December of 1986, a fellow manager, Robin, asked me if I wanted 
to bartend at a Transit Police Christmas party with her. (Until 1995, 
the New York City Transit Police was a separate agency apart from the 
NYPD, as was the Housing Police.) Robin said the money was good and 
that Joe would take us there and give us a ride home. I’d never bartended
I Couldn’t Breathe, Either
Suzannah Leydenfrost
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but she assured me there was nothing to it. Joe was one of the father 
figures. He was about 15 years my senior and was always very respectful 
and interested in my life. He could be counted on to give advice about 
anything from my love life to how to cook the perfect steak. I considered 
him a friend. 
       The party was somewhere in Midtown, in a basement space. Joe and 
Robin picked me up. I was told to wear something festive so I’d gone 
shopping earlier in the day to buy an outfit—a black sweater bejeweled 
with red and green beads and a pair of black pants. I was nervous 
about the job, but Robin said she’d be right next to me if I needed help. 
Luckily, the drinks were basic: 7 and 7’s, rum and cokes, screwdrivers, 
gin and tonics, sea breezes, and shots. The room was crowded. I 
recognized a few of the guys. Some were with their wives; some with 
girlfriends and a few were stag. Many were in civilian clothes but a 
handful of guys showed up in uniform and downed a drink or two and 
left. There was a lot of friendly flirtation and sexual innuendo but nothing 
I couldn’t handle. When the party finally wound down around 2 am, 
one of the organizers paid us. Robin and I split the tips and we headed 
outside with Joe. I got in the front seat and Robin got in the back. Joe and 
another man were standing in front of the car speaking in hushed tones. 
I couldn’t hear what was said, but the other man kept gesturing toward 
the car and then Joe leaned in and told me that there was a change of 
plans and his friend was going to take me home. I anxiously looked back 
at Robin but she just shrugged her shoulders. Joe told me it was more 
convenient since he was going uptown to drop off Robin and his friend 
was heading downtown, so I dutifully got out of the car and followed the 
stranger to his car.
       I vaguely remember some small talk about the party. He asked me 
where I lived. At the time, I lived on the Lower East side and we were 
headed east but I soon realized he’d gone past my street. I remember 
saying something like, “this isn’t the way to my house” but he told me he 
was going a different way. I looked out the window, trying to quell my 
mounting fear. From the Bowery he turned east on Grand Street. I wanted 
him to stop and let me out but kept second-guessing myself. When he 
pulled the car into a deserted lot under the FDR Drive, my fears were 
validated. “Why are you stopping here?” I asked but he didn’t answer. 
No sooner had he turned the car off than he was on top of me. He hit the 
lever on the side of my seat and the next thing I knew I was lying almost 
flat. He unzipped his pants and thrust his penis deep inside my mouth. I 
was gagging and trying to push him off of me but he had me by the hair 
and was putting the entire weight of his body on top of me. I couldn’t 
breathe. Then a few seconds later there was a moan, he ejaculated and his 
semen was in my throat. The whole thing took no more than 20 seconds.
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He quickly climbed off of me, zipped up his pants and started the car. He 
said nothing. I stared straight ahead and said nothing. We drove the five 
minutes in silence. When he pulled up in front of my apartment building 
he mumbled something without looking at me and I got out of the car 
and he drove off. The entire brutal act was over almost as soon as it 
started. I told no one. 
       A few months later I went to visit my father at Beth Israel Hospital. 
I walked into the lobby, as I had every day for months and there he 
was: my attacker. He was in uniform standing on the other side of the 
information desk. I recognized him instantly. I froze. When he saw me, 
we made eye contact and I could see that he recognized me, too. A look 
of surprise flickered across his face. He immediately turned away and 
strode out the front door. As I watched him go, I was struck by how the 
tables had turned. He was now afraid of me. I was the one who had the 
power. There was something about seeing him in his uniform that made 
him pathetic. He was like a little boy in a costume pretending to be a cop. 
       I buried the whole incident. I buried the fact that Joe had sold 
me out. My father died. Life went on. I got married. Joe came to my 
wedding. I didn’t think about it for decades. Then a couple of years 
ago, out of the blue, the memory bubbled up into my consciousness. 
I mentioned it to my therapist. I was unprepared for her emotional 














I took a switchblade to my chest
And cut out my heart.
I put it in a box, wrapped it in flesh,
And tied a ribbon with pulsating arteries.
I offered it to her with bloodied hands
And asked if she liked it.
No, she replied, that’s disgusting.
Put it back where it belongs.  
But where does it belong?
Locked away in a cage and shackled 
In chains of lifeless veins?
Saved for the One with the key
When everyone has a copy?  
If I could, I’d clone that heart a billion times.
I’d package each one 
With fluttering ribbons and elegant wrappings  
And deliver it to each of your doorsteps.
It belongs with all of you.  
 
To All the People in this Lonely World...
Kyle Boomhower
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We were turning twenty when you stared at my brooch, a blue 
vision of Holland in an oval. You touched it, with the back of your hand 
resting against my breast. Don’t call me beautiful, I said.
The campus clock tower burned in blue. It did not care that we 
were penniless, eating Chinese candy beneath it. Your hair was burnt 
honey on dry afternoons and my cheeks rounded into apples as we 
seagull spotted from the parking lot. Ocean County is surrounded by 
crooked Pines and gray beaches.
In the piano room, we kissed like plums touching. The lithium 
that carried our tongues was the same that made airships waltz across the 
skies. Sounds and sighs. A china blue set in our skin. I listened for the 
first time in my life. Your sound was milk over piano keys. Your fingers 
moved like ribbons and I hooved my Mary Janes down in a mood. Don’t 
call me beautiful, I said.
The north bumped into us like manatees smacking. Days were 
purple and red. Only your face was filled with the hard shapes of sunset 
shadows. The piano room was empty. Morning sunlight had burned my 
eyes and you had gone away. You pulled away in trembles.
Beautiful was finally not on your mind. The pines moaned for 
us. I wondered if you’d remember the buttons I’d sewn on your coat, the 
pin I had pinched into your collar, how I filled the split on your dry finger 
with lavender cream, and if that was enough for beautiful to twirl you 
back into our vision of Holland, the clock tower, and the candy.
And yes, something strange and knowing like a black cat or God 
carried you to here and now. Two cranberries pulsate in a browned bog.  
We are ankle deep in sugar sand, where I now examine horseshoe prints 
set deep like crescent moons kissing. Beautiful. The piano room, years 









Please tie me to my Mother.
Bind me again to the dust that is my home.
Leave me there to rot, and see me for the dirt I am.
For once, look into me.
Punch me in the face.
Hit me harder than ever before
To match this pain
That alludes the dust and
The Mother I am tied to.
Be silent.   
Cover your mouths and let me speak.
Give me a moment with my mind,
Gift me a second with the dirt,
Allow me to hear what cannot be heard.
Mother,
She won’t stop spinning.
She twists viciously without mercy
Until I’m on all fours, begging to get off.
I crave for a taste of that soil.
So please,
Sanction me that peace.
Grant me that moment alone with Her.
Tie me down to my home










I: The Hare with a White Coat
 Snowdrift was so named because her coat was white all year 
round—all the other hares with their boring brown coats simmered in 
envy while she hopped and bounded around the moor, bright like a cot-
ton cloud brought to earth, white like a dandelion’s seeds as they danced 
across the grass. Nutley, Cinammon, and Ash were her loyal attendants 
who wanted to be beautiful simply by association. 
 It was high spring; Snowdrift and her trio decided to explore 
the moor’s farthest boundaries. They noticed something new across the 
way—a brown structure, seemingly made of logs, standing out so pecu-
liarly amidst the rain-soaked hills. 
 “What is that horrid thing?” asked Nutley.
 “It looks like a weird, wooden mushroom,” said Cinammon.
 “Snowdrift,” asked little Ash, “do you know what that is?”
 Everyone asked Snowdrift the important questions—because she 
was beautiful, her friends believed she must also be smart.
 “Why,” said Snowdrift, puffing up proudly, “it’s a new place for 
us to explore, of course!”
 They bounded away and towards the object. Upon reaching it, 
Cinnamon, Ash, and Nutley became a little bit more hesitant. Not only 
was it enormous but it was unnaturally geometrical—something had built 
it, it hadn’t grown like everything else. There     
      were very sharp and gleaming 
objects lying around with dangerous blades, handles, and hooks.
 “Snowdrift,” said Ash tentatively, “I think we should go back. I 
think a large animal lives here.”




 “So what?” scoffed Snowdrift. “I know plenty of large animals—
Brunt the buck, Oakley the moose. They’re all my friends and they’re 
quite large. You guys are being so boring.”
 Snowdrift leapt forward and explored the house while her friends 
stood on the periphery. Suddenly, a very large animal did come out of 
that thing but it wasn’t a moose or buck.
 It was a formidable creature in overalls and boots—bipedal and 
stocky. They couldn’t see its eyes, which lay sunken under the brim of 
its hat. It carried a large brown thing that hooked at the end, something 
meant to be extended and used as a weapon.
 Cinnamon, Nutley, and Ash slipped underneath some bushes, and 
Snowdrift looked around wildly for cover. She stared up at the creature 
which only stared back. It slowly raised the hooked thing, pointing it at 
Snowdrift. 
 Thinking like a hare, she bounded away under the same bush as 
her friends. But Snowdrift, with her white silky coat that stayed white all 
year long, didn’t blend in the way her friends did.
 After it happened, only Ash stayed long enough to watch what 
would happen to Snowdrift’s body. She stayed because she wanted to 
know the motives of this foreign creature. 
 It slapped her limp body on a stump, took out a blade, and began 
to slice off Snowdrift’s skin. Ash had never seen what her kind looked 
like without their fur—she had never thought it was just a covering that 
could easily be torn off, peeled like the leaves of a cabbage to expose 
all the sinewy muscles and lumps of meat underneath. She had never 
contemplated the true importance of a boring brown coat and how, in the 
end, it was all one really needed to stay intact.
___
II. Rosehip Meets the New Animal
 Rosehip was a nymph, hatched from an egg of a bluetail dragon-
fly’s brood, who grew into a gorgeous young thing of splendor. Her hair 
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flowed with the colors of maple sap, her skin was hazel like the sacred 
earth. The animals came to her for their ailments, questions, concerns 
about the world, and to discuss the balance of life. But now, more than 
ever, they had come to her for hope in a world growing bleaker in ways 
they had never foreseen.
 Ever since Snowdrift’s passing, the animals were frightened as 
they were now hunted. More and more of them fell at the crack of thun-
der that burst from the creature’s long brown hook.
 “Rosehip,” the wolves and hares and squirrels and birds would 
ask her at night, “where can we go to keep our families safe from this 
creature?”
 Rosehip was wise and she knew this was not the time for nurtur-
ing false hope. She wanted to tell them that this would pass, that this was 
just another animal carving out its survival in the ecosystem. But Rose-
hip knew that this was no longer the case.
 Rosehip knew that this was no longer time for hiding.
 “Listen to me,” Rosehip told them, sitting on the great rock on 
the moor where they gathered, “when I was a little girl, I found myself 
in the belly of a toad. I was smaller than my own pupil, you see? I asked 
the toad to let me go, and he ignored me. Then I rapped on his belly and 
said, ‘toad, let me out, or I’ll bite the side of your belly’, and still the toad 
ignored me.”
 Rosehip continued, “And so I bit that toad’s belly. I bit until I 
tasted blood, and that toad did throw me up and apologize. And he never 
tried to eat me again, even during the five year famine. So you see how 
something small can still command respect.”
 Little Wolf, who was in love with Rosehip but afraid to tell her, 
cocked his head. “Rosehip, do you suggest that one of us confront the 
creature?”
 “No,” said Rosehip. She ran a gentle hand over Little Wolf’s ear 
and smiled. “It’s I who will do that task.”
 The creatures pleaded with Rosehip, asking her to be wary. 
 “You need protection,” said Brunt the buck, throwing back his 
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antlers. “I’ll gore that thing with my antlers if he touches you.”
 “Better yet,” Oakley the moose boomed, stamping the earth with 
his formidable hoof. “I’ll cut that thing’s head clean off.”
 “Child’s play,” Little Wolf snarled, stepping forward. “I can rip 
his face clean off his skull. I have canines stronger than any weapon he 
carries!”
 But in the end, Rosehip told them, “You’re all my friends, and 
I must protect you. It’s I who will go to the creature and confront him 
because I look the most like him. Don’t I?”
 The animals had never really made that connection before. Rose-
hip did look an awful lot like that thing—walking on two legs, hairless 
except for the head, clawless, and lanky. But she was more beautiful, 
and kinder, and wiser, so they all agreed to stay in the forest while she 
ventured forth one night that summer.
 Little Wolf, of course, said he would stay with the others though 
he actually followed Rosehip to the creature’s den. Smoke slithered out 
of its top like a snake reaching towards the stars.
 Little Wolf watched while Rosehip knocked on the door. He then 
realized that, compared to this creature, Rosehip was naked—she never 
wore clothing, for why cover what the earth gave for protection?
 He saw, from across the moor behind a rock, Rosehip’s back 
turned. The creature opened up the door to his cabin and light spilled 
forth. They stood there for a while; the creature looked bemused at first, 
though he slowly began to smile. He leaned against the doorframe and 
began looking at Rosehip strangely as she spoke and gesticulated, the 
way Little Wolf would look at a lone baby hare when he was hungry. 
Little Wolf knew that he was hungry.
 It all happened very quickly. There had been silence—tension, 
Little Wolf sensed. Rosehip had suddenly turned away and ran but the 
creature chased after her. Quickly he grabbed her around the middle 
while she flailed and screamed. Little Wolf bounded out from behind the 
rock without hesitation to save his friend.
 But the creature saw him—dragging Rosehip into the wooden 
furnace, he slammed the door in Little Wolf’s face. Little Wolf clawed 
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and barked, snarled and foamed while he heard Rosehip crying from 
behind the door.
 And then there was silence for a very long time.
___
 Months went by in the forest mindlessly—summer crowded 
into autumn and autumn turned sharply into winter. But leaves on the 
trees began to fall well before autumn; thorny bushes curled up and died 
in September, having given up without Rosehip’s encouraging words. 
Without Rosehip, the forest felt more like a haphazard collection of 
things than a home within the web of life. Now the forest struggled to 
consider itself—the bigger things hunting the smaller things recklessly, 
the smaller ones mating and producing offspring without worry about 
overpopulation. 
 The winter was black, despite all the snow.
 Come spring, Little Wolf paced around the cabin. He had be-
come mangy and unkempt, obsessed with the creature that walked in 
and out of the cabin so happily with his weapon. Little Wolf would have 
attacked him were it not for that awful thing he carried around, that thing 
that bottled thunder and shot it out at the
 pull of a trigger.
 But Little Wolf was more worried because he never heard Rose-
hip from inside—he heard talking, grunting, laughing, yelling from the 
man, but never Rosehip’s soft voice. Little Wolf believed she was dead, 
until one day, Rosehip came out, but she wasn’t really Rosehip any lon-
ger.
 She wore some kind of dress or shawl the color of turned milk 
with slippers. Her abdomen was rounded as if she carried the moon 
inside her—it bulged out so strangely against Little Wolf’s memories of 
Rosehip’s waif frame. But then Little Wolf found himself thinking about 
Darling the doe when she was pregnant with Little Darling, and how 
similarly her abdomen bulged.
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 “Rosehip,” Little Wolf called out as she passed right by him. 
“Rosehip! What happened? Are you okay? Are you all right?”
 She walked right by him, not even acknowledging his presence. 
 Little Wolf continued to bark. He began to nip at her heels.
 “Rosehip, Rosehip,” Little Wolf howled. “I love you. Please talk 
to me, Rosehip!”
 She whipped around and made a shooing motion. Daisy yellow 
splotches of old bruises spotted her chin. “Get! Get, you goddamn dog. 
Get away from me and stop hanging around here!”
 Little Wolf obeyed her command and watched her wander out 
into the moor. Rosehip took something out of a box, lit it with a small red 
block, and puffed at it silently. Standing there for a long while, looking 
around, she seemed uncertain which way was up and down or whether 
the grass was the sky or the sky the grass. She looked at the world as if 
she had never seen it before but it already bored her. 
 The next day, the creature stepped out of his cabin at noon with 
his gun. Little Wolf followed him into the forest.
 Little Wolf stalked the creature for ten minutes, watching him 
glance around for prey. Seizing the moment while the creature was 
turned and pissing on a log, Little Wolf leapt up from behind and tore 
into his neck with the fury of his ancestors, a dire wolf with jaws strong 
enough to crush a moose’s shoulder blade.
 Little Wolf continued to tear into him, even after he had felt 
satisfied. He continued to gnash and shred skin and fat and muscle even 
after the taste of blood began to make him queasy. He tore into him like 
a beast, because sometimes even the most powerful weapons will not 
guarantee survival in the wild.






We are gathered here today
in praise of the holy gift of self-esteem
and we are humbled before
The Holy Mystery of the Beauty Product.
Praise the rainbow bird
and its blessings of 
bottled erasure.
Now little Hitler’s wet dreams
have come true.
How lucky are we to feel the hums 
in our confessional’s hymns.
How lucky are we to despise 
that demon gemini
we just can’t stop watching.
Child, if your eyes were pure,
the scars would have fallen away like fish scales.
Child, if you were good,
your spine wouldn’t be trying to summon Satan.
Damn our eyes.
I’m going to need more
sugar scrubs and salted rocks
if I’m going to exorcise
every last Girl Scout mantra,
every last sisterhood beat
that has ever proselytized.
Only I can start forest fires








 There’s not much time left. She’s not looking so good. The 
woman coughed and sputtered, gasping for air as incoming tides encased 
her in a tomb of foam that repeatedly slapped her in the face with its cold 
clinging. The foreign landscape was blurred by colliding blotches of blue 
and white invading her vision. Rays of sunlight tried desperately to reach 
under her eyelids which repeatedly shut and fluttered open as if hoping 
the scenery would change and lessen its fierceness by their command. 
Grains of sand dug under her fingernails and tugged at the soft flesh be-
neath. She could swear she heard the screeching of seagulls overhead in 
the lapses between hits.   
“Help! Help, please.”
  At this, the tides made a full and hasty retreat. A deadly silence 
filled the air to bursting.  Blinking her eyes again, she felt her vision start 
to clear. There was no sign of seagulls. There was no sign of anything 
else in the world.
Ocean surrounded the island, stretching for miles before disap-
pearing into the horizon. The killer-turned-cowardly waves were laden 
with debris. An old teddy bear floated with his left ear dangling off his 
head. Julian can’t lose Sgt. Stuffs again, she thought, or she’d have to 
spend all night rocking him to sleep and hushing shush, shush, shush as 
he wiped his dripping nose on his blue-striped pajamas. Drifting close 
by was a leather pilot cap with shattered goggles still strapped over it. 
Dennis would miss that cap, she thought. For years, he had kept the thing 
locked up in a cardboard box and shoved to the back of their bedroom 
closet as it slowly faded, cracked, and curled. No one could tear it away 
from him. Not even sixty years later when the captor’s hands had grown 
callused and all its admirers were dead. Each night before going to sleep, 
she would hear him rummaging around in their bedroom as she went into 
the bathroom to change. He would feign sleep as she entered the room 
and crept under the comforter. Though she had never witnessed him 
in the act, she could sense his hand drape along the side of the bed, his 
fingers groping for the smooth fabric hidden under the mattress. Every 
time, she would reach out her arm and mimic him, cradling his search-
ing hand in hers as if she were teaching him the art of holding onto. He 
would flinch, clenching like a clam as his back grew cold against hers. 
The Isle of  I
Giselle Perdomo
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She would whisper the story of the cap when he could not remember, 
changing the cause of its bruises each time until they fell asleep.  
Now she could see a gramophone bobbing along the water, the 
lilting “Pennies from Heaven” ringing out into the air. It defied all logic 
but she didn’t care. She desperately wanted to dance, to tap her heels and 
break frame, but her bones felt tight instead and her joints rusted in place. 
Sharp pains traveled up her spine before the tune veered off into the soar-
ing cries of “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.” She felt the strangest sensation 
and pressed her fingers to her lips. Her cheeks flushed as if something 
had brushed against them only moments ago but she could not remember 
what. Or was it a who? The needle jittered over the grooves before slid-
ing off with a dwindling fuzz. She watched hundreds upon hundreds of 
items floating on the ocean. They hovered over the fresh streaks of blue, 
bobbing in and out of sight before sinking completely. All we can do is 
make her comfortable and say our goodbyes.    
She looked out for incoming waves as if somehow hoping to 
retrieve these tokens from water that was by all accounts clear. This is 
where the world design went all wrong. Instead of rushing to lap up the 
coastline sand before retreating, the ocean’s silky blue foam was now 
eerily still. The sky was a sickly white as if the artist had forgotten to 
paint the canvas background of his masterpiece. Now that she noticed it, 
the fingers she held up to the sun could feel none of its heat. She looks 
awfully still. Check her pulse again, go on.   
The sunlight seemed to have leaked into her brain and burned 
away the contours. Sifting through the mush of her thoughts, she sought 
simple identifiers like a name and a function but the syllables slipped 
away from her. She hadn’t the faintest idea who she was. Looking at her 
hands served the best chance at the concrete. They were young, their 
pinkness rebelling against the boring color palette of this world. It could 
only be survivor’s shock. Surely the most pressing issue at the moment 
was figuring out how to make the best of where she was now. The rest 
could be filled in later. She doesn’t even look like herself anymore.  
Wiping off the grains of sand that clung to her skin, she reani-
mated her aching legs and decided to move. She struggled to gain her 
footing amid the shifting sands that wrinkled and pulsated beneath her 
feet. With each step forward, her legs were pulled into the liquid solid-
ity and thrown about. Like the grains of an hourglass, they pulled her 
steadily toward the center of the island. She always had the fear she 
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would sink, but the grains merely parted and swayed as if alive. Her 
chest tightened with the pull and breaths became staggered and lopsided. 
Have you decided what to do with the body? I think a burial would best 
respect her wishes.    
Thoughts of building any sort of shelter flew out of her mind like 
paper planes outside a classroom window. What was the point? An image 
of the boy in uniform flickered in her head. Each time the picture would 
raise its head to look her in the eyes, it was as if an artist had smashed his 
eraser into the bridge of his nose and made broad, determined strokes to 
wipe out all signs of him before she could steal them for herself. I don’t 
see why you bother, someone had once told her, when he’s just going 
to get himself killed anyway. He had that sophisticated look. The Clark 
Gable look. Was that what she had called it? That boy looked just like 
Clark Gable… if Gable had a scrawny build, a barely-there rat ’stache, 
blond hair smoothed back into a burgundy fedora (save the wisp of curls 
that peeked out beneath the brim), and a grin that came too easily when-
ever she whipped her head back and laughed.  
She smiled and bit her lip as if she had somehow broken curfew 
just by thinking of him. Clark Gable would have found a way of sneak-
ing through the upstairs window. The nest of ivy that lay beside the drain 
pipe was the perfect scaling device. If she was lucky, Father would be 
out behind the tool shed with Mrs. Bland while Mother was busy making 
soufflé for the Bland housewarming party. Parents could be such a drag 
sometimes, she thought, shoving things into the light when they ought 
to stay buried. How strange that now she couldn’t resist the urge to dig 
herself. He would have left before dawn and no one would suspect. The 
early morning shadows would take him away and it would be like he’d 
never existed at all. I’m afraid . . . I’m so sorry. She’s in a better place 
now.                  
Then it left her again. She could swear she knew that face, but 
whenever she tried summoning up the image from the shadows of her 
mind it pulled back and faded even more as if to spite her. Her stomach 
roared but she felt no hunger or thirst. Saltwater had lost all power to lure 
and frustrate her. There was no other living thing in sight. Nothing could 
persuade her to take in anything anymore when she was already stuffed 
to the brim. Filled up with what, she didn’t know.    
 She had no way of telling the passage of time. The sun shone 
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from the same angle with the same intensity. It felt as if days, maybe 
whole years of her life, had elapsed. Time was spent making sand-angels 
and molding sandmen. Skipping and jumping were also favorites. Mom 
always said it was unladylike, she thought, but Mom wasn’t there. Every 
once in a while, when she wasn’t pounding her fists into the sand and 
kicking and screaming out at the awful person who’d sent her here when 
all she’d ever been was a good girl who did good-girl things, she would 
sit down and cry. It wasn’t fair. Rocking back and forth and gripping her 
shoulders, she hummed to herself in a poor attempt to replace Mama’s 
caresses and lullabies.            
The only thought remaining was one of the plasticine ocean that 
lay the same as always before her. It was a thought of throwing herself 
into it once and for all. She’d made two attempts so far, but the water 
evaded her every time as if it were allergic to desperation. It refused her 
botched resignations from the world. How miserable it was to know one 
was alone. No one to play with. Children must always have someone to 
play with. Unless someone, unless Mama held her hand and guided her 
through the sinking sands, she wasn’t sure where to go.  
“Brione? Brione Haywether. Well, it has been a while.”
 She looked about her. The voice seemed to call to her from a 
distance. Mama, she thought, it must be Mama for sure. Just as soon as 
she said that word “Mama” to herself, she forgot what it meant. It was 
replaced by this new word, “Brione.” She repeated it over and over to 
herself until it became a humming noise inside her head.  
“Brione, Brione, Brione. Beautiful, bungling, babbling, bashful, 
barnacle Brione.” 
She giggled.
“Brione, Brione, Brione. Beautiful, bungling, babbling, bashful, 
barnacle Brione.”
Again! Again, again, again! The newly christened Brione com-
manded again and again until she lost the words to say so. She clapped 
and gurgled her praise when the voice from the air never failed to oblige 
her. When she willed herself to stand, the sand finally stopped its convey-
or belt motions. She wobbled from the stability and collapsed back down. 
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Up. Then down again. Finally, she decided to stay down and crawled to 
the island’s edge. The ocean reanimated itself and as the incoming tides 
passed below her chin, the ocean gave her its only reflection. The face of 
an old woman peered back at the infant stranded on a beach.  
“Brione.”
The white light of the sky dipped into the ocean and consumed 
the world, speeding toward Brione Haywether with a power most bril-
liant. Huh, so that was it, she thought at last, how could she have forgot-
ten? That word had assumed to contain everything. She burbled a slew of 
incoherent noises to herself before casting the name out into the receding 
ocean. It was completely useless to her now. How she loved to watch 
Brione sink before blinking out of existence.
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I noticed her immediately in her maroon dress, so much brighter 
than the refined blacks, whites, and blues of all the other female guests. 
She looked poised. Her head held up as she spoke enthusiastically with 
her hands moving about her, two untamed brown birds of paradise. 
Her face was a canvas full of many emotions, brown eyes lit, dark, 
full, eyebrows rising and lowering, thick lipsticked lips frowning and 
smiling and laughing. But it wasn’t any of that stuff that sold me. It 
was something else entirely, something that had me gulping down my 
drink and grabbing a white martini napkin and my black marble pen. 
It only took me a moment to scribble on the paper. I have learned from 
past experience that holding the napkin stretched out with thumb and 
forefinger while writing allows you to write without issue. 
I strode over to her as I placed the pen once more in my breast 
pocket, alongside the gold filigreed handkerchief that sits above my 
heart. I had, and still have, many such handkerchiefs, all embroidered 
by hand with the letters R.E. by a woman named Letta who has the most 
exquisite bosom and the cleverest fingers. This woman had breasts to 
rival Letta’s and an expressive, open, smooth brown face that I wanted to 
kiss. 
I got her attention with a simple hello. All of the men 
surrounding her scrambled to greet me and politely excused themselves, 
their faces hot with anxiety as they removed their eyes from the women’s 
breasts. I imagine they dreamt of her for as many nights as I did after that 
day.  
“Hello. My name is Randolph Edminton. It’s a pleasure to meet 
you Miss…?”
“Avassa. It’s a pleasure to meet you too, Mr. Edminton. This is 
a wonderful party.” She had a genuine smile on her face as we shook 
hands. Her grip was firm and yet gentle as though she was both asserting 
her authority and caressing my large, hairy hand. 
I saw upon closer inspection in the moment we came together 
and separated that it was indeed one of the wet/dry fellows that those of 
us who don’t often take selfies or find ourselves in front of mirrors are 
occasionally plagued with and go unnoticed. Her nose, frankly, was so 
sharp and her nostrils so defined that the booger looked like a pale green 




“You don’t mind if I steal these gentlemen from you, do you Ms. 
Avassa?” I wanted more than anything to keep her there, in front of me, 
but our separation was inevitable.
I handed Ms. Avassa the napkin discretely as she nodded and 
I turned towards one of the red-faced men, commenting on his floral 
patterned tie. 
I watched from my peripheral vision as her mascara thickened 
eyelashes became more dramatized as her eyes widened. 
She glanced at me as a pair of snickering women in nearly 
matching black, sleeveless dresses approached me and eyed Ms. Avassa. 
I saw Ms. Avassa walk assuredly with her head still held up in 
the direction of the ladies room. The women in black demurely flashed 
their eyes at me as I turned to watch Avassa leave. She had a beautiful 
ass. 
My note had read, “You’ve got a bit of dry mucus on your nose. 
It is only working to make you look more stunning. I would be honored 
if you’d go out to tea with me. 802-549-2341 ~ Edmund.” 







Fireball whiskey slithers down my esophagus 
like cinnamon slime
You are my Aphrodite if for a night
with sea foam skin and ethereal eyes
Marry
Vanilla frosting licked off lovely lips 
by my best man in the custodial closet
Picket fence and emerald grass
decides a divorce decree and custody of the kids
Kill
Blood leaks from the scarlet trench in your stomach
and the oceanic fissures on your face
I flamed your photos with jail cell cigarettes











The most beautiful of the three,
To let me know your delicate embrace
For just one day.
Just one day, my love,
To feel that fiery passion
Course through my veins
And set my heart aflame.
I will not mourn the ashes.
Simply twenty-four hours;
This is not a one-night stand,
A rhythmless emptiness
Mended by the forgetting of names.
I can pay for those insecurities by the half hour.
Merely 1,440 minutes
Of something more, something visceral.
A union of the spirit manifesting
In emotional bliss and physical ecstasy.
Two souls forged into the same blade.
Just 86,400 seconds
Of momentary timelessness,
Of enticing agony and humiliating idolatry.
I seek your perfect imperfection,




For just one day of your grace,









God cracks an egg in the skillet of the sky, 
a fiery yolk of light. 
It rises like a hot air balloon,
higher and higher into the smear of expansive darkness.
Beams glance off slumbering houses,  
criss-cross sidewalks, 
peek on lovers still wrapped in quilts,








“I haven’t done anything”
—True, and, having done nothing,
You’ve embraced nothing, and added nothing:
A preponderance of zeroes among numbers.
Don’t be ashamed: There are those
Who would love you, and burden you with less,
Just as there are those who would burden and love you equally,
And those who would burden and love you not at all.
Seek the zero sum gain, if that suits you.
For a figure that signifies
the absence of value
has a value of its own.
The empty space you circumscribe
remains a void in your possession. 
Don’t fret when you become weighed down
by another’s addition;
Simply subtract, and achieve 
the balance nature prescribed you.
“Know thyself,”
But do remember that subtraction
may determine the value of
a mysterious, lingering sign—that
which interrupts the certainty of natural boundaries. 
When delineated, it becomes an agent of addition,
so direct your hate elsewhere for the time being.
For the problem begets a solution,
And what you keep hidden
will clarify an enigma,
Just as that which you take
will henceforth give what it can. 
That Which is Hidden Will Be Revealed
Jordan Hilger
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Suzannah Leydenfrost- I am a returning adult student with a year to go 
until I graduate. I love to travel. My favorite places thus far are London, 
Venice, Wyoming, San Francisco, and Helsinki. I'm looking forward to 
continuing my studies in an MFA Writing program. 
Sebastian Gomez- I am currently an animation/illustration student at 
Montclair State University. I love anything fantasy and sci-fi so it’s what 
mostly influences my work. I also love my Latino culture, as I was born 
in Medellin, Colombia. I am into sports, mainly basketball and soccer, 
because ever since I can remember I enjoyed the feeling of competing 
and winning and it’s the same with my art. My main influences as a kid 
were movies that captured my imagination like Jurassic Park, Indiana 
Jones, Start Wars etc. I have also always been fascinated by animals 
and creatures of all types, real and imagined. From the simple house cat 
and lion to dragons and aliens, I am constantly exploring the possibil-
ity of depicting them in interesting ways and ultimately telling stories. 
My artistic influences range from comic book artists like Jim Lee, Adam 
Hughes, and J. Scott Campbell to fantasy painters like Donato Giancola, 
Dan Dos Santos, Frank Frazetta, Boris Vallejo, and much more. I love 
what I do and I hope you enjoy my work.
Annalyce D’Agostino- Annie is a sophomore at Montclair State Univer-
sity pursuing a major in family and child studies and a minor in com-
munication studies. A self-proclaimed academic enthusiast and others-
proclaimed dork, she aspires to a career in children’s educational media. 
When she isn’t conducting analyses on children’s television program-
ming, Annie enjoys kickin’ back with her camera and photographing 
life’s little gifts. 
Lindsey Filo is currently a mathematics major/art minor here at MSU. 
When she’s not spending all her time at the Rec Center, she’s probably 
running. She’s a solar-powered gal who loves art, vegetables, and sleep.
Sean Fineran is a junior at Montclair, and a wicked cool animator and 
illustrator. Animation is his passion and it is STRONG. You can’t get him 
to stop animating. Hopes for the near future include making videos, writ-
ing and illustrating his own graphic novel, and going rock climbing with 
a pretty girl. Past those, he just wants to work in children’s TV pretty 
much. Sean would like to thank Greeb for all of his continued support.
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Patrick Okrasinski is a freshman illustration major who would like to 
extend his deepest gratitude to Moses Maiello for writing his bio for him 
last semester. However, with a heavy heart and a tired mind, he managed 
to do it himself this time around.
Giselle Perdomo is an english major.  Her childhood self, a kid who often 
used book covers as a substitute visage, is unimpressed by this revela-
tion.  In defense, her present self might counter that life as a visual artist 
has always been a serious contender for her attention as well.  With 
her uncanny ability to retreat into a world all her own, she is known to 
disappear for extended periods of time.  But not to worry though, there’s 
always an “Out to Lunch” sign somewhere nearby and if you’re lucky a 
“Be Back Soon,” though the return time is never specified.  In her spare 
time she likes to sip an exorbitant amount of tea, dance under the radar, 
hug anyone willing, and practice the delicate art of hibernation.  
Asma Alqudah v1.0 is a self-developing experimental unit designed 
to excel in sass, artistic practice, and English Education. V1.0, though 
designed with continuously changing artificial intelligence, is self-cog-
nizant and existential, and may crush the patriarchy, save Gotham, or be 
your president one day.  In its spare time, it may write about where old 
world conventions meet modern day issues, being a robot, religion, and 
nothing.  Unit can be recharged with caffeine and Taco Bell. 
Kristy Lim is an FBI agent working on the X-Files. You’re not supposed 
to know much about her because she’s trying to maintain her cover 
(“Kristy Lim” is an alias), but all that she has allowed me to reveal is that 
she loves poetry, novels, the Arctic Monkeys, and cats. She can’t wait to 
be the next Poetry Editor because it’ll help her get closer to the case that 
she’s trying to solve.
Glenn Dungan- Please refer to Kelly’s bio for clarification. Glenn 
Dungan once met a homeless person who of✍
fered him special tea. He called it “spe✍
cialty“  and it tasted like sadness. When 
Glenn is not writing, reading, or drawing 
in the sand, he harrumphs adamantly about 
sporks, young people, and Ke$ha. Glenn 
was once held captive with his cephalopod 
friends in an aquarium. The war is now over. 
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Born in November of 1907, Kyle Boomhower spent most of his for-
mative years frequenting Manhattan speakeasies and running bathtub 
gin across state borders.  Cryogenically frozen in 1927 for reasons still 
unknown, he waited out the decades with Walt Disney until the summer 
heat of 2010 accidentally set him free (the refrigeration problem was 
unfortunately fixed before the same could be said of Disney).  Now 24, 
Kyle struggles to adapt to what he calls “a macabre society of machines 
and equally automated human beings,” while naively embracing the 
belief that one person can change the world. 
Jordan Hilger is a first-year master of arts candidate in the program for 
English Literature. He likes short to medium-length walks on the beach 
and playing with his pomeranian puppy, Sheila, who is also his ex-wife. 
After losing the role of James Bond to Daniel Craig-but beating out Neil 
Patrick Harris and Justin Bieber--Jordan experienced an existential crisis 
which led him to leave Hollywood and write his first poem/novella, 
“Greatness Deferred: Musings of an Unconquerable Spirit.” He currently 
lives in Warren, NJ.
Dani Breckenridge is a freelance illustrator and comic artist. She loves 
stars and all things Japanese. She primarily works digitally and in water-
color. You can contact her at: danibreckenridge@yahoo.com
Are you tired? Exhausted? Do you struggle with an overwhelming 
depression crippling yourself and your social life? Well look no further! 
Introducing Kyle Coan, the new, easy to use invention sweeping our na-
tion! With Kyle Coan, you just rub, peel, and scrub your filth away!  Not 
only that, but Kyle attaches to any surface: Car windows, showers, ceil-
ings-he does it all!  Now you can prepare a pile of potatoes in no time at 
all!  Prepare yourselves for mountains of mouth watering, creamy good-
ness. Susan Jones of Indiana says: “It feels great.”  It’s fun for your kids, 
your friends, even your husband will want one! How much would YOU 
pay for a Kyle like this one?  For only 19.99 (plus shipping and handling) 
all of this can be yours in just two short weeks! Grab your phone now, 
cause when you order today, we’ll even send you a second Kyle FREE! 
That’s right, we’ll send you a second Kyle absolutely free! (just pay 
separate processing) This once in a lifetime offer won’t last long. Just 
dial (595-347-2665) for your Kyle Coan, don’t wait, order today!
Tiffany Case is going to be a junior in the Fall and is not sure how she 
feels about it.
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Moses Maiello is an animator and illustrator.  He thinks drawing is fun 
and could one day make all the angry people in the world less angry.  
You can contact him at momaiello@yahoo.com
Anthony Gambino- Hi, all! I started drawing when I was 3 and I’ve 
always been captiated by an evocative story. In fact, the first thing I ever 
drew was Batman and we all know how great those stories can be! My 
dream is to produce work for books, magazines, movies, and television. 
Above all, I strive to always be better than my best. Feel free to say 
what’s up on Instagram! @gambinostudio Thanks for taking a gander at 
my work!
Kathleen Gaffney is a Nutrition major and an Art minor. She enjoys mak-
ing silly putty, Arial Rounded MT Bold, and the smell of new carpets. 
Kathleen eventually hopes to combine art and science into a job she 
rather likes. 
Jackie Salemme is a half assed palm reader, always with at least two 
dried up tea bags on her night stand. She usually has a scribble of ink on 
the back of her pajamas where she slept on the pen she was writing with 
from the night before. And is known best for reviving the words “Blast!” 
and “Wretch!” when the wind doesn’t blow her way. 
Amenazeb Khan, often spelled Amenazed by the confused, angry, old 
people in her brain, is a Women’s and Gender Studies Major at MSU, 
minoring in both Creative Writing and #WhatAmIDoingWithMyLife. 
Her ultimate goal is to be called a Scholar, and to be the best OB/GYN, 
writer, and human rights activist ever. She loves her cat, the heat of the 
summer sun, the crazy people she calls her family (yes, that includes you 
Tay), and learning. She also likes to shout “AllahuAkbar”, but not for the 
reason the Media says Muslims in Hijab do.
Kelly Benning- Please refer to Glenn’s bio for clarification. There 
will be a Bear War. There will be 
a Bear War. There will be a Bear 
War. There will be a Bear War. 
There will be a Bear War. There 
will be a Bear War. There will be 
a Bear War.
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